IBPS Interview Question Paper I Part
I.

Introduce yourself:

Describe yourself or tell us about yourself or introduce yourself are the same forms of IBPS
interview questions asked in different ways. So let us prepare an answer for that question.
Everyone attending the interview can expect this question for sure. So definitely you need to be
prepared to answer this question. In fact this question will be one of the first questions you will
have to face in the interview. So if you fail to answer well, you will lose the first impression with
the interviewer. Always remember that “first impression is the best impression”. So let us see
how to answer this question.
Here is a model answer for you
Sir my name is Rahul. I am a very straightforward person who likes to take things as the way it
goes in a composed way. Life is all about how you think positively and I feel that a positive
outlook at any aspect in life will shape our character. I also like to take new challenges in lfe
which indeed makes the man/woman I am. I always try to better myself in all the forms of life
and I believe that it is these continuous efforts to produce better results that have helped me
reach here.
Many candidates go on what they have done with their schooling, where they have studied and
so on. Remember that in the interview board all the interviewers know who you are. They want
to know about your frame of mind than your academic results. So prepare an answer in the above
format.
Do not just copy the answer. Take a note and pen and start preparing your own unique answer in
the same format remember that you need o give them a unique answer. Also be truthful in listing
your abilities

II.

Tell us about your weakness

What are the weaknesses you have. Tell us about your weak points. What are your negatives?
These questions are considered the most dangerous question in any interview as many will not
how to answer this question due to fear. So let us see how to convert this question to our
advantage.
The interview board is not asking for your weakness here. They want to the weakness you have
that comes to their advantage. So you need to specifically prepare an answer so that you turn
your weakness into advantages.
Take these ideasYou are work addictive. So your friends scold you
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You want every work you do to be perfect. Many guys do not like you because of that.
I try to plan a project ahead of the stipulated time. But many feel that you just need to complete it
on the deadline day.
You can also try another way of answering. You can easily tell them your weaknesses and along
with that tell the interview board what steps you have taken to ward off that negatives from your
character.
Here is a model answer for you.
I was not a well organized guy .I used to leave my books here and there and never used to
arrange them. But later I understood the mistake. Whenever I wanted a book in need I never got
it, because all the books were lying here and there. So I decided to make an effort to arrange
everything properly in my life. Not just books. But I try to make myself an organized guy
everywhere. I am becoming more successful now with continuous efforts.
So this is just a model answer. Try to think of any weakness that you may have. Twist that
weakness to your advantage and prepare your own answer. Make sure that you provide a positive
outlook in your answer to the interviewer.
Prepare your own answers in your notebook. Make that effort. You can succeed. Write an answer
now in your book. You can always edit it whenever you want. But that first effort from your part
counts.

